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ABOUT

Phase2 Advantage is an instructional design and publishing company based in Savannah, Georgia, focused on the
development of cybersecurity training curricula. The textbooks and immersive lab programs offered by the company
are structured to meet the specific needs of clients, making
them 100% relevant to organizational outcomes and directly
aligned to a practical implementation within the cybersecurity and information security industries.
Phase2 Advantage provides a wide range of supporting services to sectors including academic institutions, corporate
and business enterprises, and government agencies. These
services include the creation of instructor training resourc-

es for courses, mapping curriculum requirements to course
content, and training organizational staff on the use of critical and cutting-edge tools required to reinforce theories
presented in lecture topics with immersive and engaging
lab exercises.
Since its founding in 2014, Phase2 Advantage has extended
its development, service, and training operations to more
than 18 countries around the globe. Working directly with its
industry partners, the company continues to expand its academic offerings to emerging and established undergraduate and graduate cybersecurity programs.

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
“Cultivating a growing population
of credentialed cyber experts is a
hallmark of Phase2 Advantage.
Their ability to develop training
curricula and supporting instructional materials is unmatched.”
Nicole M. Eisenhauer
President & CEO,
AIMS Academy

“Phase2 Advantage training materials are high quality content
developed in alignment with the
expectations and requirements of
national standards in cybersecurity workforce skills.”
Scott C. Scheidt
Savannah Technical College,
Cybersecurity Workforce
Education Center

“Phase2 Advantage’s philosophy,
offerings and delivery methods
successfully help clients meet current needs while preparing for
the future. The long-term ROI for
consistently closing critical performance gaps effectively, while helping ambitious professionals upskill
and deliver greater value along
their career paths, is often incalculable.”
Jason J. Murillo
Founder, Murillo Leadership Group

“The content in the Phase2 training material, its cohesiveness of
thought, and the ability to transfer
that thought into unique and practical learning tools is just one of the
many things that sets Phase2 Advantage apart from their competitors.”
Joseph A. McCausland II
Founder & CEO,
Military VETS

NETWORK DEFENSE AND
INVESTIGATIONS
As digital crime increases exponentially, the need for
investigative expertise in both government and civilian sectors has increased proportionally as well. The
Network Defense and Investigations course textbook
provides students with methods and strategies to
mitigate incident damage with efficient and effective
response procedures, acquire crucial evidence in a
forensically sound manner, identify and analyze the
recovered evidence for relevant facts, and document
and report details of the investigation in a manner
consistent with professional industry standards. In
many cases, the cybersecurity professional must also
be prepared to offer expert witness testimony in civil
and legal venues.
Comprised of 14 detailed chapters designed to align
to academic calendars, students are presented with
topics such as Enterprise Network Devices and Services, Identity and Access Management, Biometric
Security, Evidence Collection and Chain of Custody,
Data Analysis, and Reporting and Documentation
requirements. The content of this textbook is aligned
for use with immersive cybersecurity labs produced
by Jones & Bartlett Learning, Pearson Education,
Cengage, and Project Ares® by Circadence.
ISBN-13: 978-1737352938
Pages: 324
Price: $65.00

ADA ACCESSIBLE COURSE MATERIALS
All Phase2 Advantage digital course materials – including textbooks,
lab guides, and lecture slides in PDF and PPT formats – are ADA accessible and score 100% on major Learning Management Systems
such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, and LearnUpon. For more information, please visit the Phase2 Advantage website at phase2advantage/higher-education.
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
Training institutions that adopt the Network Defense and Investigations textbook for use in their course curricula may request corresponding instructor resources at no additional cost. These resources include lecture presentation slides, question text banks for each
of the 14 chapters, and lab resource guides. For more information
please contact Phase2 Advantage.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON VITALSOURCE
In addition to being available through traditional booksellers such
as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Phase2 Advantage course textbooks are also available in digital format on the VitalSource academic platform owned by the Ingram Content Group.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
TEXTBOOK CHAPTERS AND KEY KNOWLEDGE POINTS
• The Risks and Threats Posed to Modern Networks

• Investigations, Evidence, and Chain of Custody

• Fundamentals of Secure Network Architecture

• Principles of Data Acquisition and Analysis

• The Functionality and Value of Network Devices

• Network Monitoring and Traffic Analysis

• Overview of Enterprise Network Services

• Network Forensic Data Collection Considerations

• Principles of Identity and Access Management

• Investigating Windows System Environments

• Securing Systems and Data Using Cryptography

• Investigating Web Applications and Email

• Biometric Identification and Security Technologies

• Vulnerability Assessment and Management

COURSE LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Identify the purpose of enterprise network devices such as
management practices, cryptographic protocols, threats to
firewalls (stateless, stateful, host, network, and application),
cryptographic protocols, and intrusion detection techniques.
switches, routers, access control lists, intrusion detection and
prevention systems, unified threat management devices, and 5. Summarize investigative practices that include elements of
proof, field investigation toolkits, incident scene managesources of critical logs.
ment, evidence dynamics, chain of custody, investigative in2. Describe the purpose of enterprise network services such as
terview strategies, non-verbal communication, and Locard’s
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Domain Name
Principle of Exchange.
System (DNS), network-level DNS logging, management applications, antivirus software, quarantine files, and network log 6. Evaluate critical sources of forensic evidence including Windows file systems, volatile and persistent memory, event logs,
files.
process tracking, web-based applications (browsers, email,
3. Examine the principles and purpose of secure network archiand instant messages), malware files, and malicious websites.
tecture, architecture security frameworks, implementation
of supporting security controls, zero trust network foundations and assertions, and identifying network baselines and
anomalies.
4. Identify security technologies, risk management models, network and system defense methodologies, identity and access

ADA ACCESSIBLE COURSE MATERIALS
All Phase2 Advantage digital course materials – including textbooks,
lab guides, and lecture slides in PDF and PPT formats – are ADA accessible and score 100% on major Learning Management Systems
such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, and LearnUpon. For more information, please visit the Phase2 Advantage website at phase2advantage/higher-education.
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
Training institutions that adopt the Network Defense and Investigations textbook for use in their course curricula may request corresponding instructor resources at no additional cost. These resources include lecture presentation slides, question text banks for each
of the 14 chapters, and lab resource guides. For more information
please contact Phase2 Advantage.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON VITALSOURCE
In addition to being available through traditional booksellers such
as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Phase2 Advantage course textbooks are also available in digital format on the VitalSource academic platform owned by the Ingram Content Group.

CYBERSECURITY DEFENSE
AND OPERATIONS
Organizations face ongoing threats to their information technology infrastructure on a daily basis.
These security struggles need to be approached with
modern techniques, a holistic view of security, and
a diverse body of knowledge. With the proper tools
and training, specialists in the Information Security
and Cybersecurity fields will be much more capable
of finding success within their roles. The Cybersecurity Defense and Operations course textbook brings
cybersecurity core competencies to advanced levels
with new concepts and traditional best practices.
Using 14 detailed chapters designed to align with academic calendars, students will be provided with the
knowledge and context needed to successfully manage the security of their technical environments. Students will cover topics such as Cloud Security, Threat
Intelligence Analysis, Vulnerability Management,
Biometric Systems, Incident Response, Securing Systems with Cryptography, and the NICE Cybersecurity
Workforce Framework. The content of this textbook
is aligned for use with immersive cybersecurity labs
produced by Jones & Bartlett Learning, Pearson Education, Cengage, and Project Ares® by Circadence.
ISBN-13: 978-1737352914
Pages: 342
Price: $65.00

ADA ACCESSIBLE COURSE MATERIALS
All Phase2 Advantage digital course materials – including textbooks,
lab guides, and lecture slides in PDF and PPT formats – are ADA accessible and score 100% on major Learning Management Systems
such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, and LearnUpon. For more information, please visit the Phase2 Advantage website at phase2advantage/higher-education.
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
Training institutions that adopt the Cybersecurity Defense and Operations textbook for use in their course curricula may request corresponding instructor resources at no additional cost. These resources include lecture presentation slides, question text banks for each
of the 14 chapters, and lab resource guides. For more information
please contact Phase2 Advantage.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON VITALSOURCE
In addition to being available through traditional booksellers such
as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Phase2 Advantage course textbooks are also available in digital format on the VitalSource academic platform owned by the Ingram Content Group.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
TEXTBOOK CHAPTERS AND KEY KNOWLEDGE POINTS
• The NICE Cybersecurity Workforce Framework

• Creating Testing Scenarios and Response Playbooks

• Principles of Identity and Access Management

• Computer Forensics and Digital Investigations

• Biometric Identification and Security Systems

• Risk Management and Vulnerability Assessment

• Securing Systems and Data Using Cryptography

• Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

• Principles of Secure Network Architecture

• Cloud Computing Architecture and Security

• Identifying Network Baselines and Anomalies

• Cloud Legal Contracts and Service Agreements

• Incident Response and Remediation Strategies

• Threat Intelligence Collection and Analysis

COURSE LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Identify security technologies, risk management models, net- 5. Develop a business continuity strategy utilizing business imwork and system defense methodologies, identity and access
pact analysis, disaster response and recovery planning, asset
management practices, cryptographic protocols, and intruidentification and valuation techniques, quantitative / qualision detection techniques.
tative analysis methods, and testing and evaluation goals
which align to organizational objectives.
2. Describe vulnerabilities and risks, threat intelligence collection
techniques, digital evidence and investigations, network and 6. Evaluate cloud computing service models, architecture and
host data collection methods, malware triage protocols, and
security considerations, risks and threats posed to cloud serincident response and remediation strategies.
vices, regulatory and compliance requirements, cloud provider and customer responsibilities, and the structure of con3. Demonstrate network security techniques using labs and
tracts and service level agreements.
industry tools such as Wireshark network protocol analyzer, Linux Command Line Interface, Microsoft Administrative
Command Prompt, and Microsoft PowerShell / PowerShell ISE
(Integrated Scripting Environment).
4. Examine the principles and purpose of secure network architecture, architecture security frameworks, implementation
of supporting security controls, zero trust network foundations and assertions, and identifying network baselines and
anomalies.

ADA ACCESSIBLE COURSE MATERIALS
All Phase2 Advantage digital course materials – including textbooks,
lab guides, and lecture slides in PDF and PPT formats – are ADA accessible and score 100% on major Learning Management Systems
such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, and LearnUpon. For more information, please visit the Phase2 Advantage website at phase2advantage/higher-education.
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
Training institutions that adopt the Cybersecurity Defense and Operations textbook for use in their course curricula may request corresponding instructor resources at no additional cost. These resources include lecture presentation slides, question text banks for each
of the 14 chapters, and lab resource guides. For more information
please contact Phase2 Advantage.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON VITALSOURCE
In addition to being available through traditional booksellers such
as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Phase2 Advantage course textbooks are also available in digital format on the VitalSource academic platform owned by the Ingram Content Group.

DISASTER RECOVERY
AND RESPONSE
Business Continuity and Disaster Response and Recovery is the development of processes, policies, and
procedures that prepare for and react to significant
and unplanned operational disruptions. The Disaster
Response and Recovery course textbook prepares
students to successfully manage Business Continuity Planning and Disaster Recovery missions. Facing
daily risks to long-term success from a wide range of
threats — cyber-attacks, human error, technical failures, and natural disasters — businesses must create
practical plans to sustain their vital operations, security posture, industry reputation, and brand.
Using 14 detailed chapters designed to align with academic calendars, students will cover critical topics
such as BCP Design, Risk Management Frameworks,
Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis, Asset Inventories and Resource Profiles, Recovery Site Workflows,
Cloud Computing Agreements, Cloud Security, and
Legal Requirements of Cloud Storage Solutions. Immersive learning labs include Business Impact Analysis case studies and Risk Assessment exercises.
The content of this textbook is aligned for use with
immersive cybersecurity labs produced by Jones &
Bartlett Learning, Pearson Education, Cengage, and
Project Ares® by Circadence.
ISBN-13: 978-1737352907
Pages: 288
Price: $65.00

ADA ACCESSIBLE COURSE MATERIALS
All Phase2 Advantage digital course materials – including textbooks,
lab guides, and lecture slides in PDF and PPT formats – are ADA accessible and score 100% on major Learning Management Systems
such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, and LearnUpon. For more information, please visit the Phase2 Advantage website at phase2advantage/higher-education.
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
Training institutions that adopt the Disaster Response and Recovery
textbook for use in their course curricula may request corresponding
instructor resources at no additional cost. These resources include
lecture presentation slides, question text banks for each of the 14
chapters, and lab resource guides. For more information please contact Phase2 Advantage.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON VITALSOURCE
In addition to being available through traditional booksellers such
as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Phase2 Advantage course textbooks are also available in digital format on the VitalSource academic platform owned by the Ingram Content Group.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
TEXTBOOK CHAPTERS AND KEY KNOWLEDGE POINTS
• Introduction to Disaster Response and Recovery

• The Role of Cloud Computing in Disaster Preparedness

• Conducting a Business Impact Analysis

• Cloud Security Risks and Threat Vectors

• Selection of Risk Management Frameworks

• Cloud Data Storage, Security, and Administration

• Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis Measurements

• Regulation and Compliance in Cloud Computing

• Creating and Emergency Operations Plan

• Legal Requirements in Distributed Cloud Networks

• Recovery Site Management and Workflows

• Cloud Computing Contracts and Service Agreements

• Preparing for Epidemics and Pandemics

• Testing and Improving Disaster Preparedness Plans

COURSE LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Recognize the key components of business continuity and
disaster response planning, map planning strategies to
organizational objectives, describe appropriate authority
documents, list challenges to the desired state of security,
and describe the evolution of sustainable policies.
2. Explain the role and importance of a business impact analysis, tangible and intangible costs, data collection methods,
BIA program management, key personnel considerations,
exception and assumption workflows, and presenting BIA
data results to organizational leadership.
3. Perform quantitative and qualitive analysis labs to calculate single and annual loss expectancy, estimate severity
and likelihood probabilities, examine asset value considerations, and use sources of respected statistics to create
SLE, ALE, and ARO models for the organization.

importance of work area considerations, key personnel selection, validating successful recoveries, and digital communication systems and methodologies.
5. Organize a risk management program strategy focusing on
key components such as risk management frameworks, asset inventories and resource profiles, analysis methodologies, vulnerability assessment, cost estimate challenges, and
third-party service providers.
6. Evaluate cloud computing service models, architecture and
security considerations, risks and threats posed to cloud services, regulatory and compliance requirements, cloud provider and customer responsibilities, and the structure of contracts and service level agreements.

4. Compare disaster recovery options, describe recovery site
management and workflows, and discuss the roles and

ADA ACCESSIBLE COURSE MATERIALS
All Phase2 Advantage digital course materials – including textbooks,
lab guides, and lecture slides in PDF and PPT formats – are ADA accessible and score 100% on major Learning Management Systems
such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, and LearnUpon. For more information, please visit the Phase2 Advantage website at phase2advantage/higher-education.
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
Training institutions that adopt the Disaster Response and Recovery
textbook for use in their course curricula may request corresponding
instructor resources at no additional cost. These resources include
lecture presentation slides, question text banks for each of the 14
chapters, and lab resource guides. For more information please contact Phase2 Advantage.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON VITALSOURCE
In addition to being available through traditional booksellers such
as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Phase2 Advantage course textbooks are also available in digital format on the VitalSource academic platform owned by the Ingram Content Group.

INCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS
AND RESPONSE
As organizations continue to rely on expanding infrastructure in an increasingly hostile threat landscape,
the escalation of incidents involving malicious actors poses critical risks to information systems and
networks. The ability to identify threats, respond to
incidents, restore systems, and enhance security postures is vital to the survival of the operation. The Incident Investigations and Response course textbook
brings Incident Response core competencies to advanced levels by presenting students with 14 detailed
chapters designed to align with academic calendars.
Students will be provided with the knowledge and
the practical skills needed to investigate and respond
to network and system incidents. With a specific focus on the identification and remediation of incidents involving host and network devices, students
will cover topics such as Threat Intelligence Collection, Investigative Techniques, Malware Triage, and
Remediation Strategies. The content of this textbook
is aligned for use with immersive cybersecurity labs
produced by Jones & Bartlett Learning, Pearson Education, Cengage, and Project Ares® by Circadence.
ISBN-13: 978-1737352921
Pages: 268
Price: $65.00

ADA ACCESSIBLE COURSE MATERIALS
All Phase2 Advantage digital course materials – including textbooks,
lab guides, and lecture slides in PDF and PPT formats – are ADA accessible and score 100% on major Learning Management Systems
such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, and LearnUpon. For more information, please visit the Phase2 Advantage website at phase2advantage/higher-education.
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
Training institutions that adopt the Incident Investigations and Response textbook for use in their course curricula may request corresponding instructor resources at no additional cost. These resources include lecture presentation slides, question text banks for each
of the 14 chapters, and lab resource guides. For more information
please contact Phase2 Advantage.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON VITALSOURCE
In addition to being available through traditional booksellers such
as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Phase2 Advantage course textbooks are also available in digital format on the VitalSource academic platform owned by the Ingram Content Group.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
TEXTBOOK CHAPTERS AND KEY KNOWLEDGE POINTS
• The Incident Response and Attack Life Cycles

• Threat Intelligence Collection and Analysis

• Understanding the Modern Threat Landscape

• Overview of Data Forensics and Analysis

• Creating an Effective Incident Response Capability

• Host-Based Data Collection Practices

• Investigative Preparation and Implementation

• Network-Based Data Collection Practices

• Vulnerability Assessment and Management

• Static and Dynamic Malware Triage

• Identifying Network and System Baselines

• Containment, Remediation, and Eradication Strategies

• Indicators of Compromise and Threat Identification

• Reporting, Lessons Learned, and Testing Scenarios

COURSE LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. Define the characteristics of a computer security incident,
list the stages of the incident response life cycle, recognize
the stages of the attack life cycle, and identify methods to
reduce the likelihood of security incidents.
2. Explain the components of the current threat landscape,
the capabilities of nation-state and non-nation-state threat
actors, threats posed by digital computer crimes, legal
challenges common to digital investigations, and the legal
principles of investigating and prosecuting cybercrime.
3. Prepare a security strategy using labs and industry tools to
create an effective incident response capability, define the
response mission, prepare for incident response investigations, list potential signs of compromise, and verify indicators of compromise (IOC’s).

strategies, the location of potential data sources, and the
challenges of live data acquisition from a network.
5. Organize a risk management program strategy focusing on
key components such as risk management frameworks, asset inventories and resource profiles, analysis methodologies, vulnerability assessment, cost estimate challenges, and
third-party service providers.
6. Recommend an incident response implementation that includes creating a remediation team, posturing actions, incident containment strategies, eradication plan development,
plan timing and execution, developing strategic recommendations, and documenting lessons learned.

4. Compare the processes of performing forensic analysis,
selection of analysis methods, host and network data
collection practices, selection of live response tools and

ADA ACCESSIBLE COURSE MATERIALS
All Phase2 Advantage digital course materials – including textbooks,
lab guides, and lecture slides in PDF and PPT formats – are ADA accessible and score 100% on major Learning Management Systems
such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, and LearnUpon. For more information, please visit the Phase2 Advantage website at phase2advantage/higher-education.
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES
Training institutions that adopt the Incident Investigations and Response textbook for use in their course curricula may request corresponding instructor resources at no additional cost. These resources include lecture presentation slides, question text banks for each
of the 14 chapters, and lab resource guides. For more information
please contact Phase2 Advantage.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON VITALSOURCE
In addition to being available through traditional booksellers such
as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, Phase2 Advantage course textbooks are also available in digital format on the VitalSource academic platform owned by the Ingram Content Group.

TEXTBOOK CONTRIBUTORS
Michael I. Kaplan, AUTHOR
Michael I. Kaplan is the Director of Operations for Phase2 Advantage, a veteran of
the US Army, and a national advocate for workforce development initiatives within
the US military affiliate community. He is also the Chairman of the Savannah Technical College Cybersecurity Advisory Committee and heavily involved in curriculum
design initiatives. Michael has written numerous courses and cybersecurity training
programs for corporate, academic, and government personnel.
He has also developed training programs for Law Enforcement and Fugitive Task
Force Investigators on the topics of Criminal Topology, Forensic Document Analysis,
and Investigations. Michael’s technical areas of specialization are Incident Handling
and Response, Network Forensics, Digital Forensics, and Information Technology
Risk Management.

LTC (RET) Scott C. Scheidt, FORWARD
Scott C. Scheidt is the Director of Cybersecurity Education for Phase2 Advantage
and an adjunct professor in the Cyber and Related Programs Department at Savannah Technical College, Savannah, Georgia. He is a Certified Cybersecurity professional with experience in cyber offensive and defensive operations, vulnerability
assessments, risk mitigation, business management, enterprise security, and the development of cyber policy and strategy.
Scott retired from the Georgia Army National Guard in 2019 after leading the GA Cyber Mission Forces, helping to lead the formation of the GA National Guard Cyber
Protection Team, and conducting intelligence and cyber operations for over 16 years.
He is well versed in the Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) framework and helping organizations institutionalize CMMC activities.

Brett P. Lang, EDITOR
Brett P. Lang is the Chief Editor and an Assistant Instructor for Phase2 Advantage,
a cybersecurity training and publishing company based in Savannah, Georgia. Brett
has edited numerous academic textbooks in the Phase2 “Practical Cybersecurity
Series” to include Network Defense and Investigations, Disaster Response and Recovery, Incident Investigations and Response, and Cybersecurity Defense and Operations.
Brett’s technical areas of specialization in his role as an Assistant Instructor are Incident Handling and Response Investigations, and Disaster Response and Recovery
program development. He has taught cybersecurity courses both domestically and
internationally, to include University Graduate Programs in Dubai (UAE), Riyadh
(Saudi Arabia), and Sydney (Australia).

